
 

 

 
 
Guerrilla Girls, Do Women Have to Be Naked to Get Into the Met. Museum?, 1989, poster, 30,5 x 66 cm. Courtesy of the artists and mfc-
miche ̀le didier. 

 
 

Rhineland Independent: new cooperation of private initiatives for 
the visual arts kicks off with the Guerrilla Girls at Art Düsseldorf 
 
Foundations and collections of modern and contemporary art based on private initiative play a 
vital role in enriching the diversity of the cultural landscape of public museums, institutions, and 
artist-run spaces in the Rhineland. Driven by passion and a belief in social responsibility, private 
initiatives establish self-funded exhibition spaces, initiate art fellowships, make donations and 
provide loans, act as sponsors, and finance new productions. Alongside the concentrated creation 
of unique collections of emerging as well as established art, they support artists’ careers and 
pursue an archival mission. 
 
With Rhineland Independent, some of these initiatives will merge for the first time to jointly present 
their multifaceted programs and conceive new projects. The strength of this cooperation lies 
above all in the diversity, respective specialisation, and individual agenda of the given players. In 
the end, the multifarious institutional and thematic focuses mirror the diversity of a dynamic artistic 
discourse. 
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The cooperation will kick off with a presentation of the Guerrilla Girls at Art Düsseldorf. The pro-
ject comprises a selection of ten large format posters created by the feminist collective between 
1985 and 2018. Such posters have played an important role in the group’s appearances in public 
ever since their founding in 1985. Using a combination of researched facts, provocative images 
and striking messages, the works address the issue of gender bias, ethnical discrimination and 
other asymmetries of power in the scope of institutions, art history and the art market. During their 
actions – targeting among others politics, the film industry and popular culture – the activists wear 
gorilla masks; none of the artists speak on their own behalf. Based on this anonymity the focus 
shifts toward the topics of their work: widespread mechanisms of segregation within the art world, 
contributing until today to an art and cultural landscape dominated by male protagonists.  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
GUERRILLA GIRLS 
The Guerrilla Girls are a movement of feminist activists founded in New York in 1985. More than 
55 people joined as members over the years, some for a few weeks, others for decades. They 
have realized more than a hundred public actions throughout the world – from New York, to Lon-
don, to Shanghai – and have exhibited in numerous internationally renowned museums such as 
Tate Modern (2016), the Museo de Arte de São Paulo (2017) or the Kestnergesellschaft in Han-
over (2018). With Guerrilla Girls 1985–2015 the Madadero in Madrid and Alhóndiga in Bilbao 
dedicated a major survey to the collective in 2015.  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

KAI 10 | ARTHENA FOUNDATION 
KAI 10 | ARTHENA FOUNDATION has been showing international contemporary art in a former 
warehouse in Düsseldorf’s Medienhafen district for over a decade. Founded in 2008 by Monika 
Schnetkamp, this nonprofit institution operates without a collection of its own. To date it has pre-
sented over 150 artists in 33 thematic group exhibitions, documenting these activities in 32 publica-
tions and 23 films accompanied by numerous performances, guided tours, lectures and panel dis-
cussions. Despite focusing on international young art, established positions are also presented. In 
addition to its exhibition program, KAI 10 | ARTHENA FOUNDATION funds the creation and presen-
tation of works of art on its premises. 
Supplementing other exhibition venues in the region, KAI 10 represents an innovative model of cor-
porate arts support. It is open daily (except Mondays), admission free. Exhibition themes are explored 
in greater depth and examined from a broader perspective in accompanying events as well as publi-
cations featuring content and design as individual as the projects themselves. KAI 10 raised its in-
ternational profile with a multi-part installation by Thomas Zipp at the 55th Art Biennale in Venice in 
2013. 
 
 
 



 

 

LANGEN FOUNDATION 
Since opening its doors in 2004, the Langen Foundation has been offering the public an opportunity 
to experience art, architecture and landscape in an atmosphere of balanced harmony. The exhibition 
center, initiated and founded by art collector Marianne Langen, is located on a former missile base 
in the midst of the lower Rhine countryside and was designed by Japanese architect Tadao Ando, 
with the aim of creating an intense connection between interior and exterior space. Viktor and Mari-
anne’s art collection forms the basis of the Langen Foundation’s permanent collection. The Japanese 
collection of Viktor and Marianne Langen is among the most important collections of Japanese art 
outside Japan and, with its scrolls, screens and sculptures, gives a fascinating impression of the 
diversity of Japanese artistic creativity from the 12th to the 19th century. Apart from the regular 
presentations of the various aspects and areas the exhibition program comprises solo and themed 
temporary exhibitions devoted to contemporary art. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

SAMMLUNG PHILARA 
With the opening of the museum building of the publicly accessible PHILARA COLLECTION in the 
summer of 2016, the art collector Gil Bronner has created a unique cultural offer for Düsseldorf and 
the region in the Düsseldorf district of Flingern. 
 The continually expanding collection of contemporary art currently comprises around 1600 works 
of art of various genres, such as painting, sculpture, installation, photography, video, and paper works. 
Philara's unique positioning feature is the equivalent juxtaposition of up-and-coming local artists and 
established, internationally active artists. Surrounded by the galleries from which Bronner essentially 
built his collection over two decades, the exhibition site is hidden in a backyard discreetly integrated 
into the urban structure, without revealing its enormous size of 1,700 square meters of exhibition 
space from the outside. The former glass factory, rebuilt by Sieber Architects, has repeatedly received 
awards and praise for maintaining its industrial charm. 
The majority of the rooms are dedicated to the heterogeneous and annually rotating presentation of 
the ON DISPLAY collection. Also, a 300 square meter area is reserved for up to four temporary 
exhibitions a year. In addition, numerous interdisciplinary events, such as concerts, readings, and lec-
tures, take place. The Philara Collection includes the Café Glas Lennarz and a 500 square meter 
sculpture terrace on the roof of the former industrial wasteland. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION 
The JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION is one of the world’s most comprehensive private collections 
of time-based art, dedicated to the public presentation, advancement, conservation, and scholarship 
of media and performance practices. With over 850 artworks by 255 artists from around the world, 
the collection’s contemporary focus is rooted in artists’ moving image experiments from the 1960s 
and ’70s. Artworks from the collection have been presented in large-scale solo and group exhibi-
tions at JSC Düsseldorf since 2007.er industrial wasteland 
 



 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
LOCATION 
Art Düsseldorf, Booth D01 
Areal Böhler 
Hansaallee 321, 50549 Düsseldorf 
 
OPENING 
14. November 2019, 4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
 
OPENING HOURS 
15 November, 12:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. 
16  November, 11:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. 
17 November, 11 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. 
 
ADMISSION 
Day Pass for Art Düsseldorf: EUR 22.50 
Day Pass (reduced) for Art Düsseldorf: EUR 17.50 
Opening Ticket for Art Düsseldorf (Thursday): EUR 31.50 
 
 
FACEBOOK /KAI10.ArthenaFoundation /LangenFoundation /juliastoschekcollection 
INSTAGRAM @kai10_arthenafoundation @langenfoundation @sammlungphilara  
@juliastoschekcollection 
#rhinelandindependent #guerrillagirls #kai10arthenafoundation #langenfoundation 
#sammlungphilara #juliastoschekcollection #jsc  
 
PRESS CONTACT 
Benita Röver 
Tel.: +49 (0)170 7635 785 
presse@philara.de 
 


